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This report is the result of the collaborative and cumulative efforts of several organizations and individuals over several years. The “Unger Story” would not be possible without the vision of University of Maryland (UMB) Carey School of Law Professors Michael Millemann and Jerome Deise, the guidance and supervision of Clinical Social Worker Rebecca Bowman-Rivas, and a five-year investment from Open Society Institute-Baltimore.

This partnership supported the creation of “The Unger Clinic,” the Clinical Law Program that first developed and then implemented comprehensive re-entry plans for those who were eligible for relief under Unger v. Maryland (2012). The work of the Clinic paved the way for the successes we have seen over the past five years, resulting in the safe release and reentry of almost 200 individuals back into the community.

OSI-Baltimore further supported Professor Millemann and his Social Work colleagues in writing up the Unger experience so it could be used to leverage change more broadly with older incarcerated individuals. To augment the Unger story, OSI-Baltimore commissioned Dr. James Austin to conduct a fiscal analysis documenting the savings from releasing the Ungers to the community.

The information compiled by Professor Millemann and Dr. Austin complement the information that the Justice Policy Institute (JPI) was able to collect and document with a grant from the Abell Foundation, including qualitative interviews of the Ungers, as well as the work JPI has done with Maryland-based advocates, legislators and parole reform experts to craft the policy recommendations in this report.

Support from the Abell Foundation has also allowed JPI to include Stanley Mitchell, an Unger releasee, as part of the project team. Stanley has contributed significantly to the project, from facilitating interviews of the other Ungers to providing his perspective and expertise in how Maryland’s parole system works (or fails to work). Finally, JPI is grateful for the partnership the Abell Foundation has facilitated with Wide Angle Youth Media (WAYM). Founded in 2000 by an OSI-Baltimore community fellow, WAYM is developing a video that tells the powerful story of some of the Ungers.

The Justice Policy Institute is dedicated to reducing the use of incarceration and the justice system by promoting research-based, fair, and effective policies. The Justice Policy Institute envisions a society with safe, equitable and healthy communities; just and effective solutions to social problems; and the use of incarceration only as a last resort.
THE JUSTICE POLICY INSTITUTE IS DEDICATED TO REDUCING THE USE OF INCARCERATION AND THE JUSTICE SYSTEM BY PROMOTING RESEARCH-BASED, FAIR, AND EFFECTIVE POLICIES. THE JUSTICE POLICY INSTITUTE ENVISIONS A SOCIETY WITH SAFE, EQUITABLE AND HEALTHY COMMUNITIES; JUST AND EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS TO SOCIAL PROBLEMS; AND THE USE OF INCARCERATION ONLY AS A LAST RESORT.
After nearly 40 years of sustained prison population growth, states have taken steps over the last decade to push back against mass incarceration. Lawmakers and the public alike awoke to a wasteful system that costs billions of dollars and does little to deliver on promises of public safety, while disproportionately impacting people of color and destroying the lives of individuals, families, and communities. Some states, like California and New York, took deliberate policy and practice steps to reduce the number of people incarcerated and have reaped substantial benefits. Maryland has joined that list in recent years; in 2017, the state led the nation in reducing the incarceration rate, experiencing a 10 percent decline in its prison population. Since 2007 the prison population has declined by 19 percent, and the crime rate has declined by 33 percent.

The recent decline in the number of people in Maryland prisons, coupled with sensible policy reforms intended to expand treatment options and strengthen community supervision, offers a reason to celebrate. However, there is much work that remains to be done. There have been recent policy reforms focused on long sentences through Maryland’s Justice Reinvestment Act (2016), including improvements to medical and geriatric parole. However, they were limited in scope, lowering the age threshold for geriatric parole from 65 to 60 and excluding those convicted of a sex offense. Since its implementation, it has been infrequently used. The data in Maryland, and across the country, point to a system increasingly defined by people serving prison terms in excess of 20 years. Extreme sentencing coupled with either restrictive release policies or the outright abolition of parole lead to a “stacking effect” by which people serve ever increasing terms in prison with diminishing opportunities for release. These policies largely target those incarcerated for violent offenses.

Current sentencing policy targets harsher and longer sentences to prevent crime through incapacitation. Consequently, this emphasis has led to explosive prison growth. The number of people serving life sentences is four times what it was in 1984—currently imposed on one in every seven individuals in a U.S. prison.

Over the years we have normalized life sentences. As the death penalty became more controversial, decision makers relied on life sentences. Maryland ranks amongst the highest in the country with a 6 percent increase in overall life sentences since 2000. These increases will continue to impact the geriatric population. As of 2015, Maryland’s prison population of individuals 55-years-old and older doubled over the last decade to 1,875. While 55-years-old may not be considered geriatric in the general population, decades in prison age the body faster, leading to more health ailments at a younger age.

For policymakers in Maryland—and across the U.S.—to significantly reduce the growing and costly prison population, reform to long sentences for people sentenced for violent crimes must be addressed. Although Maryland has been
celebrated for shrinking its prison population by 10 percent, its incarcerated population continues to include many who could be safely released, which would also result in substantial cost savings for taxpayers. This includes almost 3,200 geriatric individuals who remain incarcerated for sentencing decisions that were made decades ago.

OPPORTUNITY FOR REFORM

A landmark court case, Unger v. Maryland, offers powerful lessons for policymakers and stakeholders interested in tackling mass incarceration. The 2012 case centered on remedying improper jury instructions and applied to a cohort of people who had been sentenced prior to 1981. The decision resulted in the potential release of 235 people from Maryland prisons who had served more than 30 years, and their release story created a natural experiment from which other states can learn. What makes the Unger decision particularly unique is that private philanthropy, through the Open Society Institute–Baltimore, provided specialized reentry programming to be made available to those individuals upon release. In the six years since the decision, we have learned a number of important lessons. These include:

We can safely release people who have committed a serious, violent offense: The Unger group was convicted of homicide and rape; however, after serving decades in prison they have safely been reintegrated into the community, arguing for a reconsideration of policies that continue to lock people up based solely on the severity of their underlying offense.

Public safety will not be greatly impacted when rethinking our approach to violence: The research is clear that individuals generally age out of crime, and the Unger group is no different. As of today, they have posted a less than 1 percent recidivism rate, a fraction of the overall Maryland rate of 40 percent.

We need to emphasize the importance of reentry: The success of the Unger group has been the direct result of an ambitious reentry effort. The University of Maryland began its reentry approach while the Unger group was still inside the facility and followed through with individualized treatment and services in the community.
The practice of extreme sentencing has been justified in the name of public safety, but the evidence suggests those motivations have been misplaced. Maryland can significantly reduce the size of its prison population, and the impact on its budget, without negatively affecting public safety by rethinking parole strategies, particularly for those people who have served long prison terms. The current approach to parole is too heavily focused on the offense. Too often, the state fails to appropriately take into consideration a research-based assessment of the risk of reoffending when making release decisions.

Moreover, current law requires all parole recommendations for those sentenced to life to pass through the governor’s desk, a practice that has resulted in only one person having been granted parole since 1995. The consistent denial of parole is not a public safety decision, but one that has been politically motivated and continued across administrations. Former Governor Parris Glendening, the originator of the practice, has denounced the “absolute nature” of the policy. By pivoting away from an approach that focuses solely on the crime committed to one that assesses the current risk of re-offending, Maryland can lead by example, safely reducing its prison population and cost to taxpayers.

Incarcerating the geriatric population is associated with increased costs with little public safety benefit: There are thousands of geriatric-aged individuals still in the prison system, many with the same profile as those in the Unger group. Maryland could save an estimated $100 million in the first year if it reduced its low-risk geriatric population.

The Unger group and others sentenced to long prison terms were deeply impacted by racial discrimination. Almost 90 percent of the Unger group are black, despite only 18 percent of Maryland’s population being black at the time of their convictions. Like today, the U.S. was facing a deep racially divided country at the time when many individuals were sentenced to long-term sentences, increasing the racial disparity within the system.
Maryland currently imprisons nearly 19,000 people, which reflects a decline of 19 percent since 2007. As mentioned above, the recent decline in the Maryland prison population has been celebrated by leaders and used as evidence that the state is making strides toward a more targeted and effective criminal justice system. However, a deeper dive into the data reveals that the decline has been driven exclusively by reforms in policy and practice for non-violent offenses. This limits the potential impact on the overall prison population. In fact, increasing time served, particularly for violent offenses, continues to grow sharply and threatens to obscure any recent gains in tackling mass incarceration.

**Long Prison Terms Increasingly a Driver of the Maryland Prison Population**

Maryland spends more than $1 billion a year on its prison system, with an increasing portion of that budget dedicated to locking up people who have already been incarcerated for decades. Time served in Maryland prisons for nonviolent offenses has stayed relatively flat since 2000, hovering around two years. However, time served across all offense types in Maryland prisons has grown by more than 20 percent during that same period. A recent study by the Urban Institute found that Maryland had the fifth highest average time served in prison.

Extreme sentencing and restrictive parole release policies have resulted in an even starker contrast at the upper-bound of time served. The average time served for the bottom 90 percent of the prison population increased by 14 percent, or about 5 months. Meanwhile, the average time served for those persons serving the top 10 percent of sentences has grown 36 percent, or almost 7 years.

The population share of individuals serving 25 or more years in Maryland prisons has increased 211 percent between 2000 and 2012 and 66 percent for those serving 20–25 years. People who have served at least 20 years in prison now account for more than 7 percent of the population, or 1,577 individuals. About one in six people in a Maryland prison had served at least a decade in 2012 (3,857 individuals). This was a 23 percent (3,128 individuals) increase since 2000.
The impact of long prisons terms “stacking” up in Maryland prisons is felt most acutely among communities of color. Due to racially-charged practices that are inherent in our criminal justice system, the demographic of Maryland’s incarcerated population is 70 percent Black. Nearly eight in 10 people who are currently serving the longest prison terms in Maryland are Black, many of whom were sentenced as a young adult before the age of 25 and are now 55 years old or older.

Of all people sentenced before their 25th birthday, serving at least a decade, two out of five are a Black man. Even though we know people have a high probability of aging out of crime, we continue to subject many to long sentences. Continuously taking young Black men out of their community hinders their economic stability, and strains family and community relationships.

**Long Prison Terms Result in a Rapidly Growing (and Costly) Population of Aging Prisoners**

The effect of imprisonment on people’s health means that individuals in prison experience the impacts of aging earlier than the general public. A study in Pennsylvania concluded that incarcerated individuals with an average age of 57 had similar health ailments to men in the general public with an average age of 72. And in many cases, those serving long sentences have worse health ailments than similarly-aged individuals outside the criminal justice system. This greatly increases their cost of confinement. The stress of incarceration, decades of poor nutrition, inadequate health care, and the damaging effects of a pre-incarceration lifestyle can speed up the effects of aging.

For this reason, the National Commission on Correctional Healthcare and the U.S. Department of Justice defines the baseline age of “geriatric” for people who are incarcerated as 55 years old and older, whereas the United States Census defined being “geriatric” for the general public as people over 65.

Across the country, the increasing size of the aging prison population has been in the making for decades. In 1995, there were 32,600 incarcerated individuals over 55 years old; by 2010 that number had increased 283 percent to 124,900. With the United States’ continued commitment to long sentences, it is estimated that by 2030 Maryland law defines those 60 or older as geriatric for the purposes of geriatric parole eligibility.

---
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I MUST SAY IN ALL CANDOR, I WAS WRONG... IF I WAS IN OFFICE RIGHT NOW, I WOULD [WORK] WITH THE LEGISLATURE TO CHANGE THAT PROCESS INCLUDING REMOVING THE GOVERNOR FROM IT. - FORMER GOVERNOR PARRIS GLENDENING
that number will have increased by 220 percent to more than 400,000 geriatrics incarcerated.\textsuperscript{15}

Maryland’s prison system incarcerates an increasing number of people of geriatric age. Currently, there are approximately 3,150 incarcerated individuals over 50 years old, with 834 over 60.\textsuperscript{16} This population will continue to grow as 2,400 people are currently serving life with parole sentences.

Of those people serving the longest prison terms (i.e., the top 10 percent of time served), 77 percent are Black, one-third are over 55, and half were incarcerated before 25 years of age. The racial disparity in Maryland is by no means unique. The Bureau of Justice Statistics found that of those incarcerated in the U.S. in 2016 at a geriatric age, 30 percent are Black,\textsuperscript{17} compared to a 2016 estimate than less than 10 percent of the total U.S. geriatric population was Black.\textsuperscript{18}

The growth in the size of the geriatric prison population is not indicative of their risk to public safety should they be released, but rather reflects a combination of policy decisions resulting in long sentences and restrictive parole release policies.

Focusing policy reforms on people of geriatric age in prison is an effective way to safely reduce the prison population. Research indicates they are the least likely to pose a risk to public safety. Criminal behavior typically peaks at 17 years old and then drops as an individual develops into adulthood.

The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention showed that only 8 percent of youth engaged in violent crime persisted in offending, while for 83 percent that initial encounter was the only criminal episode in their lives.

Unless Maryland addresses the sentencing and parole practices driving the growth of the geriatric population, the state’s aging prison population will continue to increase, as will the cost of their incarceration. This requires decision makers to shift the conversation of criminal justice reform priorities to those serving long prison terms. Fortunately, a landmark court case in Maryland provides a blueprint for safely and smartly reducing length of stay, mitigating the harmful impacts of mass incarceration, and saving taxpayer money.
This brief provides an overview of a group of individuals who are typically forgotten: those who are incarcerated for a violent offense and have served extremely long prison sentences. This population is known as the Unger group, named for the case that resulted in their release. One hundred and eighty-eight of the Unger group have been released since a 2012 Maryland appellate court decision that found the jury instructions used at their trials were constitutionally flawed. All of these individuals had served extremely long terms and would have otherwise likely died in prison. Instead, 188 people have been released to the community and, thanks to effective reentry support, almost none have re-offended. Over the last five years, the Unger group has provided evidence in Maryland that releasing older individuals—regardless of their initial committing offense—can be successful, particularly if provided adequate support.

With the partnership of philanthropy, the legal community, and organizations run by formerly incarcerated people, the Unger group received enhanced reentry support. The reentry model resulted in extraordinarily low recidivism rates as well as significant savings for Maryland taxpayers. Despite the success, there continues to be laws and policies in Maryland and across the country that result in too many people being locked up in prisons and held far beyond any meaningful public safety benefit. A look at the Unger story provides evidence of how states can more effectively approach the incarcerated aging population.

WHO IS THE UNGER GROUP?

The Unger group is a cohort of formerly incarcerated individuals convicted of violent crimes before 1981. Almost all were sentenced to life with parole, and subsequently became eligible for release after decades of incarceration due to a lawsuit and related court ruling. As a result of unconstitutional convictions, 235 people tried before 1981 and still in prison were eligible for retrial. Due to case evidence and witness testimony being at least 30 years old, many prosecutors negotiated conditional releases with probation time. As a result, since 2012, 188 people have been released, the first as early as December 17, 2012, with a near-zero recidivism rate. The Unger
group is a natural experiment on how states can safely reduce their aging prison population regardless of their committing offense.

Most of the Unger group were incarcerated in their 20s. At their point of release, the members of the Unger group ranged from 51 to 85 years old, with an average age of 64. Eight in 10 members of the Unger group were Black, and only one was a woman. More than 80 percent of the Unger group were convicted of murder and 16 percent were convicted for rape. They were incarcerated for an average of 39 years.

Many of the Unger group were recommended for parole, but due to the Maryland parole process requiring the governor’s approval for people serving life sentences, they were never released. Across 16 years and various leadership changes, Republican and Democrat, parole of a life sentence was approved only once. This was the result of a policy Governor Parris Glendening announced in 1995. Following a high-profile crime, he proclaimed that “life means life” and ignored the possibility of parole, setting a precedent that has been followed by all Maryland governors since.

Prior to this change, the average period served on a life with the possibility of parole sentence in Maryland was about 20 years. Until the 2012 ruling, this practice rendered the Unger group’s sentences as a life without the possibility of parole. Governor Glendening has since stated that his statement and decision in 1995 were a mistake based on the politics of the time. He has also stated his belief that legislators should remove the governor from the parole process in Maryland.

The Unger Group Faced Racial Discrimination in the Justice System

Nearly 90 percent of the Unger group is Black even though Black people comprised only 18 percent of Maryland’s population at the time of the convictions. This comparison reflects the significant racial bias in the Maryland criminal justice system. For example, during many of the Unger group’s initial court proceedings, judges utilized “key men,” friends of the judges who nominated the entire pool of possible jurors for criminal trials. In 1969, the last year this jury selection system was legal, Black people comprised only 4 percent of the jurors. The result was that most of the Unger group were convicted at trial in cases where the judges, prosecutors, and juries were typically all white.
The experiences of the Unger group represent a pattern of excessively harsh sentences toward Black people. Maryland’s first Black judge, Joseph Howard, found that in rape cases, convictions were more common and sentences were significantly harsher if the defendant was Black. The timing of the convictions also coincided with a particularly racially divisive period in American history. Democratic nominee George Wallace won Maryland white voters in the 1964 primaries with campaign slogans such as “segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever.” These ideals embodied a culture that potentially influenced the convictions of Black people in the 1960s, including the Unger group.28

**Long Sentences Imposed on Populations Like the Unger Group Impact Prison Life**

Over decades in prison, up to 60 years,29 the members of the Unger group faced poor prison conditions and were frequently denied prison programming. There were few meaningful rehabilitation opportunities because only those with five or fewer years left on their sentence were eligible for work or apprenticeship programs. This prevented those with life sentences from taking advantage of these opportunities.30 When made available, much of the work and recreational activity was too physically demanding for older individuals. There is also a dearth of programming for the aging population being released, who have different needs than younger individuals.31

This is problematic because programming has been shown to reduce recidivism and be cost-effective. The RAND Corporation reported that educational programs in prisons reduce the odds of returning to prison by 43 percent.32 Those who join work release programs reduce their odds of re-arrest by 16 percent.33 It is critical to extend these resources to all incarcerated individuals, including the geriatric population serving long sentences, regardless of their release date.

**Developing A Reentry Strategy for Long Prison Terms**

Due to the lack of programming for individuals with long sentences, it is especially challenging to maintain educational and employment achievements. An analysis of Maryland’s parole population by the Urban Institute found that on average, the returning population has between a sixth and eighth grade reading level and less than half have a GED or high school diploma. Securing employment post-release raises challenges as one typically loses work skills and workplace connections while incarcerated.34 Due to their age, some employment sectors are no longer suitable, shrinking already limited options.35

Those leaving confinement also face an overburdened parole system. About 89 percent of people released from Maryland prisons are under some sort of
THAT'S A WASTE OF TAXPAYER MONEY, AND NOT ONLY THAT, IT'S A POSITIVE RESOURCE FOR THEIR COMMUNITY AND THEIR FAMILIES. IT'S A WASTE OF RESOURCE AND A WASTE OF MONEY TO KEEP THEM IN THERE 30, 40, 50 YEARS. SOME PEOPLE IN WHEELCHAIRS AND GOT CRUTCHES. WHAT THREAT IS THEY? EXCEPT DRAINING THE SYSTEM OF MONEY. - MR. WILLIAM GARDNER
community supervision, with many subject to parole restrictions. Parole officers can oversee hundreds of cases that range from simple to complicated with a wide range of risk profiles. Parole officers are frequently assessed by the amount of contact they have with their clients. Although more contact may seem appropriate, these frequent meetings during work hours make it difficult to maintain a job and ultimately make it more likely that a parole violation will occur.

Additionally, returning citizens typically face gaps in their mental and physical health care. More than half of the state prison population has at least one symptom of serious mental illness, and many others suffer from physical impairments that are exacerbated by age. In many cases, returning citizens lose their access to care upon leaving prison and face the challenge of finding their own affordable health care.

In a 2015 survey done by the Justice Policy Institute, formerly incarcerated individuals noted their biggest concerns were unemployment, finding housing, obtaining job skills, drug addiction, mental health support, repairing family relationships, and obtaining their GED. Those who return to Baltimore City, including 60 percent of the Ungers, face high unemployment rates and a low median household income. These are all factors that create obstacles to reentry and drive recidivism.

**WHAT WAS DIFFERENT FOR THE UNGER GROUP?**

Despite the systematic neglect, the Unger group was released with virtually no negative impact on public safety. This was, in large part, due to a reentry model developed and delivered through a philanthropic-funded reentry partnership of The Open Society Institute–Baltimore, The University of Maryland Carey School of Law: Clinical Law Office and Law and Social Work Services, the Maryland Office of the Public Defender, and the Maryland Restorative Justice Initiative. Providing successful reentry services comes with associated costs—in this case, they were privately funded. The funding stream should be provided through the state budget, as adequate reentry services are a necessary ingredient to a successful transition back to the community.

Recognizing the challenges of reentry, the Clinical Law Program of the University of Maryland and the School of Social Work developed a reentry strategy specifically for the Unger group that utilized a combination of lawyers and social workers. The strategy included services targeting trauma, stress, and the emotional impairment
caused by having been incarcerated. The social workers also assisted with obtaining identification documents, benefits, and medical care.

**There were multiple stages of assistance. The first two stages were prior to release:**

First Stage: Create an individualized release plan for how best to address each barrier. The release plans contained relevant information they would need, including how to obtain identification cards, SSI benefits, food stamps, housing vouchers, and paperwork for continued medication.  

Second Stage: Coordinate with institutional staff, family members, and service providers in preparation for release. The law students provided pre-court briefings with family and friends and developed packets of relevant information about useful community resources. Prior to release, there was a review of all information in the individualized release plan to assure accuracy in paperwork and medication.

**The third stage followed their release:**

Third Stage: The social workers developed a strategy for successful reentry during the first 90 days following release. The post-release stage aimed to provide the individuals with support, cultivate independence, and create high expectations. As part of the process, the social workers conducted mentor meetings, life skill trainings, and technology instruction. They continued assistance to help the individuals obtain identification documents and helped with their medical and mental health appointments. There were workshops to provide job training and personal budgeting education. These services can also extend to financial assistance. In the most extreme cases when an individual did not have money or was waiting for benefits, funding was allocated to help pay for housing, medical care, transportation, and/or groceries.

Any follow-up case management service was then tied to an individual’s needs and circumstances of his or her reentry experience. Those who had family support typically required less assistance than those without family or those with serious mental or medical health issues. To determine the correct dosage of support, the 138 members of the Unger group who required assistance were divided into seven tiers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number of Engaged Clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIER I</td>
<td>INCLUDES THE MOST COMPLEX AND HIGHEST NEED CLIENTS. IN MANY CASES, IT INCLUDES EXTREME MEDICAL OR HOSPICE SUPPORT. INTENSIVE EDUCATION ON LIFE AND SOCIAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT WAS IMPERATIVE DUE TO JUVENILE INCARCERATION. TIER I INCLUDES THOSE IN NEED OF ACCESSIBLE HOUSING, SPECIALIZED CARE, OR SUPPORTIVE HOUSING/NURSING CARE.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER II</td>
<td>INCLUDES THOSE THAT REQUIRE EXTENSIVE HANDS-ON CASE MANAGEMENT FOR A PROLONGED PERIOD AFTER RELEASE FOR ONE OR TWO MAJOR CHALLENGES. TYPICALLY FACE FINANCIAL CHALLENGES AND DO NOT HAVE THE FAMILY STRUCTURE OR OTHER COMMUNITY SUPPORT TO ASSIST THEM.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER III</td>
<td>INCLUDES THOSE THAT REQUIRE LOW LEVELS OF ASSISTANCE AS THEY CONTINUE TO HAVE FAMILY OR COMMUNITY SUPPORT. CASE MANAGEMENT’S PRIORITY IS MAINLY CONNECTING THE INDIVIDUAL TO THE APPROPRIATE REENTRY SERVICES TO CREATE INDEPENDENCY FROM THEIR FAMILY.</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER IV</td>
<td>INCLUDES THOSE THAT REQUIRE LOW LEVELS OF ASSISTANCE AS FAMILY IS ABLE TO PROVIDE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL SUPPORT, AS WELL AS HOUSING.</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER V</td>
<td>INCLUDES THOSE THAT HAVE VERY LIMITED NEEDS REQUIRED UPON RELEASE, AND PRIMARILY REFERRED OUT TO OTHER COMMUNITY RESOURCES THAT ASSIST WITH REENTRY.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER VI</td>
<td>INCLUDES THOSE FOR WHOM THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND IS AVAILABLE FOR CRISIS SUPPORT AND MONTHLY CHECK-INS.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER VII</td>
<td>INCLUDES THOSE WHO WERE EITHER RELEASED INTO COUNTIES WHERE THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND DID NOT PROVIDE SERVICES, OR DID NOT REQUEST SUPPORT UPON RELEASE.</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EVERYBODY THAT I TALKED TO, NOBODY WAS ASKING FOR A HANDOUT. EVERYBODY THAT I TALKED TO, THAT WAS PHYSICALLY CAPABLE, THEY JUST WANTED A JOB. AND A JOB THAT THEIR BACKGROUND WOULDN'T BE HELD AGAINST THEM. - STANLEY MITCHELL
A
fter decades in prison, the Unger group was challenged with returning to a community that had moved on without them. For the first time, many members of the Unger group experienced the advancements of 21st century technology and had to assimilate into a society that was very different than the one they had left. However, with the assistance of the University of Maryland’s supporting partnership, they accomplished success far beyond most returning citizens. Recidivism for the Unger group is extremely low. Out of the 188 people released, only one has been rearrested for an overall recidivism rate of less than 1 percent. This is much lower than the 40 percent rate of recidivism for all persons released from Maryland prisons; even lower than what was experienced in New York and Virginia.

The Unger group is a small sample size, but with the right type of support, they outperformed the broader prison population upon release. This is likely due to the fact that they were given outstanding reentry support coupled with the reality that they are part of an aging demographic with generally low recidivism rates. For example, New York reported a 7 percent re-conviction rate after release for those between 50 and 64 years old and only a 4 percent rate for those 65 or older. Virginia reported a 1 percent reconviction rate for those 60 and older. Another measure of public safety is arrest rates. The Bureau of Justice Statistics tracked the rates of re-arrests in the nine years following an individual’s release. For those aged 60 or older, the arrest rate was 43 percent as compared to an overall rate of 85 percent.

D
ue to the conditions of living decades in confinement without sufficient health care, the Unger group’s health deteriorated faster than the general population. Some of the health concerns include impaired movement, mental illness, and increased risk of a major disease. This is not unique to the Unger group and is likely the case for the great majority who have served long sentences—including the 3,000 others over 50 years old in Maryland.

A recent analysis by Dr. James Austin of JFA Associates found that the release of the Unger group will save millions of dollars, which could potentially be reinvested. Releasing the Unger group resulted in a projected savings of $185 million for Maryland taxpayers. At the time of release, the
average age of the Unger cohort was 64 years old. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the life expectancy for the Unger group would be 81 years old, which would mean an additional 18 years in prison had they not been released.\textsuperscript{50}

According to Maryland's Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services (DPSCS), the per diem cost of incarceration is approximately $46,000 per year, which includes a $7,956 allocation for medical and mental health services. However, including the additional resources the aging population demands, the cost of imprisoning the Unger group is even higher.

Based on estimates that 34 percent of the total health care related costs in the United States is accounted for by individuals 65 and over, and assuming the percentage of health care costs to the general public is the same for the Unger population, the variable health care share for the Unger group is $18,361 per year. This increases the annual cost to incarcerate an Unger group member to $53,832.\textsuperscript{51,2}

The Associated Costs of Reentry Services are a Fraction of Incarceration

As of 2016, the University of Maryland's program has served 138 members of the Unger group. Not everyone requires the same resources, since they returned home needing varying levels of support. While the services were privately funded, if a similar approach was offered to all people released from Maryland prisons, the government’s annualized cost would be an estimated $6,000 per individual, a fraction of the cost for continued incarceration.

To be clear, not everyone in the geriatric population may be suitable for immediate release because some may still pose a risk to public safety. However, a previous analysis of people 55 years old or older released from Maryland prisons in 2013 found that only 1 in 5 individuals returned to prison and only 7 percent came back for a new crime.\textsuperscript{52} If we apply this 80 percent success rate to assume that 4 in 5 geriatric individuals still in Maryland prisons could be released safely, taxpayers would save an estimated $120 million in the first year, and more than a billion in a decade.

\textsuperscript{2} According to Maryland’s Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services, the annual cost per incarcerated individual is $45,876. That includes funding for food services, facility costs, as well as medical and health care services, which are $10,405 on average. Medical and healthcare services are the largest portion, accounting for $7,956 per individual. However, with the increasing cost of the aging population, we estimated the medical and healthcare services to increase to $15,912. Therefore, the full variable cost for that population is $18,361, increasing the annual cost for the geriatric population to $53,832.
Each state is experiencing a growing aging population in their prison system. With the expanding costs associated with serving this population, tax dollars around the country are too often spent on unnecessary confinement for geriatric individuals who pose little threat to public safety. Using a similar set of assumptions from the Maryland analysis, JPI estimated the cost breakdown for their health care compared to the rest of the prison population. This analysis demonstrates that states would be well-served by rethinking reentry and shifting wasteful prison resources to the development of sound reentry supports for this population, as seen in Maryland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>TOTAL HEALTH CARE BUDGET IN 2015</th>
<th>TOTAL HEALTH CARE COST PER INDIVIDUAL OVER 55</th>
<th>TOTAL HEALTH CARE COST PER INDIVIDUAL 55 AND YOUNGER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALASKA</td>
<td>$43,412,600</td>
<td>$16,408.52</td>
<td>$5,620.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALABAMA</td>
<td>$100,785,027</td>
<td>$7,330.92</td>
<td>$2,511.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKANSAS</td>
<td>$73,508,037</td>
<td>$9,487.43</td>
<td>$3,250.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIZONA</td>
<td>$148,662,395</td>
<td>$7,998.10</td>
<td>$2,739.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>$2,340,203,000</td>
<td>$44,871.29</td>
<td>$15,371.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO</td>
<td>$110,335,557</td>
<td>$12,183.06</td>
<td>$4,173.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONNECTICUT</td>
<td>$96,348,893</td>
<td>$12,615.00</td>
<td>$4,321.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELAWARE</td>
<td>$57,682,085</td>
<td>$19,059.19</td>
<td>$6,528.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
<td>$366,124,529</td>
<td>$8,252.03</td>
<td>$2,826.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
<td>$199,359,072</td>
<td>$8,182.98</td>
<td>$2,803.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII</td>
<td>$23,465,881</td>
<td>$9,382.49</td>
<td>$3,214.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOWA</td>
<td>$41,704,035</td>
<td>$11,534.98</td>
<td>$3,951.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDAHO</td>
<td>$42,121,101</td>
<td>$11,757.94</td>
<td>$4,027.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
<td>$171,468,287</td>
<td>$8,163.10</td>
<td>$2,796.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIANA</td>
<td>$93,019,644</td>
<td>$7,357.78</td>
<td>$2,520.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANSAS</td>
<td>$57,822,490</td>
<td>$13,515.96</td>
<td>$4,630.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENTUCKY</td>
<td>$79,253,567</td>
<td>$8,529.17</td>
<td>$2,921.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUISIANA</td>
<td>$74,791,140</td>
<td>$4,544.95</td>
<td>$1,556.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
<td>$96,447,502</td>
<td>$20,281.50</td>
<td>$6,947.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
<td>$153,970,380</td>
<td>$18,361.00</td>
<td>$6,184.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINE</td>
<td>$15,534,162</td>
<td>$16,767.03</td>
<td>$5,743.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
<td>$368,557,916</td>
<td>$18,783.54</td>
<td>$6,434.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
<td>$75,897,019</td>
<td>$18,492.23</td>
<td>$6,334.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>$156,965,966</td>
<td>$11,075.51</td>
<td>$3,794.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSISSIPPI</td>
<td>$67,770,994</td>
<td>$7,878.06</td>
<td>$2,698.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>Inmates</td>
<td>Reentry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>$37,113,391</td>
<td>$18,323.61</td>
<td>$6,276.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>$261,634,369</td>
<td>$15,691.32</td>
<td>$5,375.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>$11,955,832</td>
<td>$15,978.71</td>
<td>$5,473.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>$46,175,690</td>
<td>$19,454.44</td>
<td>$6,664.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>$1,820,623</td>
<td>$1,439.40</td>
<td>$493.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>$163,305,683</td>
<td>$17,655.23</td>
<td>$6,047.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>$42,865,600</td>
<td>$13,888.23</td>
<td>$4,757.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>$41,270,369</td>
<td>$7,357.73</td>
<td>$2,520.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>$374,745,388</td>
<td>$15,972.31</td>
<td>$5,471.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>$231,124,783</td>
<td>$10,383.79</td>
<td>$3,557.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>$71,501,736</td>
<td>$5,991.30</td>
<td>$2,052.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>$122,936,099</td>
<td>$19,166.05</td>
<td>$6,565.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>$231,123,000</td>
<td>$10,309.33</td>
<td>$3,531.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>$21,960,881</td>
<td>$15,643.62</td>
<td>$5,358.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>$75,728,018</td>
<td>$7,883.63</td>
<td>$2,700.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>$19,910,914</td>
<td>$12,578.43</td>
<td>$4,308.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>$122,114,655</td>
<td>$9,340.39</td>
<td>$3,199.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>$608,068,075</td>
<td>$9,240.39</td>
<td>$3,165.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>$31,797,675</td>
<td>$10,336.27</td>
<td>$3,540.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>$171,281,948</td>
<td>$10,016.23</td>
<td>$3,431.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>$22,132,931</td>
<td>$31,160.23</td>
<td>$10,674.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>$135,311,761</td>
<td>$15,197.89</td>
<td>$5,206.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>$126,202,347</td>
<td>$12,947.35</td>
<td>$4,435.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>$23,377,603</td>
<td>$7,666.27</td>
<td>$2,626.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>$24,976,866</td>
<td>$20,742.67</td>
<td>$9,160.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The story of the Unger group makes it clear that the prison population that accounts for most of the correctional health care budget can be safely reduced. Millions of dollars can be saved, and the resources can be invested in effective reentry supports similar to the program implemented by the University of Maryland to assure that any individual leaving the system after decades in prison can successfully and safely return to the community.
HOW WE CAN IMPROVE REENTRY:  
THE UNGER EXPERIENCE

The reentry system is flawed, and even with support, the Unger group still faced a series of barriers. The challenges can be primarily attributed to the inadequate release preparation offered by the DPSCS. In order to more fully understand the challenges faced by the Unger group upon release, as well as what worked best, JPI conducted a series of 15 individual interviews of members of the Unger group to discuss their reintegration into the community after decades of incarceration.

The Reentry Support Resulted in Success

Despite many obstacles, the Unger group has experienced significant success since their release. Beyond the low recidivism rate, they had very little difficulty continuing their medical care, and all of those interviewed indicated they have made an effort to volunteer their time to give back to their community.

Because the average age of the Unger group members upon release was 64 years old, many required daily medication. Every one of the Unger group interviewed agreed that the continuation of medical care and medication was not a problem, mostly due to the assistance of the University of Maryland program.

“Social workers [from the University of Maryland] has been a tremendous help, because I am diabetic and I have high blood pressure, high cholesterol, I have a cataract behind my eye, and vertical veins on my left leg. They have been very instrumental in that particular area as far as making sure I get all my medicines recharged, and they have been very helpful with the medical part and I have been able to maintain my diabetes because of the service I receive from them.”

Although there were some initial hurdles, all of the Unger group members JPI interviewed were able to apply for and receive social security benefits in order to maintain their medical care.

After being incarcerated for years, the Unger group has given back to their community

As one Unger describes:

“Each year since I’ve been home, which is two years, I volunteer my services
WHEN I WENT TO PRISON I HAD A LIFE SENTENCE, A PAROLABLE LIFE SENTENCE, THE GOVERNOR STEPPED IN AND CHANGED MY SENTENCE, WITHOUT GIVING ME ANY KIND OF HEARING. THE ONLY THING I ASK IS APPLY THE RULES THAT APPLIED WHEN I CAME IN. - MR. MARVIN MOORE
with my daughter to help feed the less fortunate a Thanksgiving dinner, and I volunteer my services with the community to help a basketball team with coaching. Also with another organization, they had a little baking class, and I just showed them how to bake a few cakes and cupcakes. Any time that I could do something positive with volunteering, I will.”

Other members of the Unger group interviewed informally volunteer their time to act as a role model with kids in their community:

“I like to talk to them, I like to see where they are at. I like for them to have some type of insight of what they’re facing in the world when they get older. So they prepare themselves now. Like if you see kids hanging on the corner, eventually you know if there are four kids hanging on a corner; three or four might wind up in prison at a later date in time. So my main purpose is to try change that and make sure those young kids have a good idea of what the future really holds for them.”

Even if Unger group members are unable to find suitable employment, they volunteer what time they have to better the community to which they returned.

Lastly, the Unger group learned many lessons after their release. They came out of prison with a sense of maturity, responsibility, and knowledge about themselves. Others felt they adopted a broader perspective on life and a desire to better themselves. When asked whether the incarceration caused this change, one Unger group member said:

“...it comes from self... you have to make that choice, the system doesn’t play a role with anything. The only thing the system did was keep me confined.”

Another describes his transformation:

“Well, yes I’m different because back then, you know, I was angry, you know, and wouldn’t let nobody tell me nothing—wouldn’t listen. I was a hothead. I mean incarceration just gave me time to sit down and think, start thinking first before I reacted... [the facility] didn’t change me... I always wanted to do something different but I was too impatient to go through that process. But jail, like I said, it helped some. It helped me stop, it slowed me down. You know, don’t think about getting it right now, think about the long run.”

Any parole reform needs to be coupled with the type of services the Unger group received by the University of Maryland to effectively navigate the barriers that typically lead to recidivism.
WHILE THEY RECEIVED BETTER REENTRY PLANNING OVERALL, MANY UNGER GROUP MEMBERS IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES

Recent research indicates that 43 percent of the returning geriatric population will be arrested again within nine years of release. Although the increased reentry support provided a better pathway for the Unger group, the challenges that impact all returning citizens were still present. Having an appropriate identification card is the foundation for a successful reentry. It can lead to stable housing, employment, and health care. However, to obtain a social security card or a driver’s license, the applicant needs a birth certificate. This can pose a real challenge for an individual after serving decades behind bars. In many cases, the DPSCS does not provide any reentry assistance prior to release, including something as basic as obtaining identification, which further complicates the process. Without any pre-release help, one Unger group member noted that it can take as much as a year to get any identification.

The interviews also revealed concerns around the availability of housing and the lack of post-release services. Even if the Unger group members were successful at quickly obtaining identification, there are laws in place to deny housing for those who are formerly incarcerated. One of the Unger group members interviewed said he was denied housing by three apartment buildings based on his background.

Many returning citizens attempt to find relief in government-run programs, like housing vouchers. However, the overburdened system has left many in need without a suitable place to live.

“I tried to apply for housing, and they told me that to get Section 8 would take me five years, so where am I supposed to go live now? Under a bridge?”

All of the Unger group members interviewed by JPI indicated that they had some family support upon return. In many cases though, they refused to rely on family for temporary housing, furthering the financial strain.

“I can contribute by not becoming a liability for real, instead of me living with my family, I live on my own with my wife. Now I am not a burden on my family.”

One of the largest barriers for any returning citizen is employment. Although the University of Maryland provided job training and placement services to help overcome these challenges, all returning citizens are at a disadvantage in securing
adequate employment. Similar to housing, the Unger group had to deal with the stigma of incarceration. Many were terminated from a position solely due to their past criminal record, and others failed to find any positions suited to their skill set and age.

When asked what the biggest challenge was when returning to the community, one of the Ungers responded:

“Employment. Cannot find employment. I’ve been home for four years now. Four years I’ve had to collect food stamps. That $192 a month. You know what I mean, I’m a grown man! I’d rather go to work for 40 hours a week and receive a check for the work.”

Another Unger group member responded to the same question by observing that his experience should qualify him for a series of opportunities, but his past overshadows his potential.

“My hands are tied. I am not asking for a lot. I’ve earned a bachelor’s degree in prison. All kinds of certifications—I could do any of those things.”

Regardless of the effort of the increased reentry resources, it cannot eliminate the systematic barriers that block thousands of returning citizens every year from gaining adequate employment.

Besides the systematic barriers to housing and employment facing the Unger group, 40 years of technological advancements create a further handicap. Most received little to no technology training before their release, and many did not know how to use a smartphone or the internet. Some even indicated that the culture shock was so challenging that they needed support and training to help them adjust.

**WHAT OTHERS CAN LEARN FROM THE UNGER EXPERIENCE IN IMPLEMENTING MORE EFFECTIVE PAROLE POLICIES AND PRACTICES**

While many states have undertaken efforts to tackle mass incarceration in recent years, rates of imprisonment remain stubbornly high. This is increasingly the result of long prison sentences and restrictive parole release policies that obscure efforts to improve prosecutorial practice and divert people from prison who have committed low-level, nonviolent offenses. Louisiana, New York, California, Pennsylvania, Florida, and Texas rank among
the states bearing the highest financial health care cost for incarcerating the geriatric population. Throughout the years, each state had varying levels of criminal justice reform, but very few resulted in parole reform that would ease the barriers of reentry for the aging population.

**Louisiana**

Louisiana engaged in comprehensive criminal justice reinvestment in 2017, including parole reform. As a result of these reforms, the state expects a 10 percent drop in its prison population and a savings of $78 million over the next decade. The projected savings are intended to be reinvested in community-based prison alternatives, increased funding for victim services, and additional programs and services in juvenile and adult facilities. In 2017, lawmakers expanded parole eligibility, including for those facing health risks, which could potentially impact individuals over the age of 60. However, lawmakers excluded standard geriatric parole from their reforms even though the Justice Reinvestment Taskforce recommended its establishment. Although Louisiana policymakers have taken strides to better serve those in the criminal justice system, these reforms have been met with backlash from prosecutors in the state. Through requests from the Louisiana District Attorneys Association, several bills have been proposed to roll back the reforms made in 2015. One piece of legislation would ban medical release for those convicted of murder.

**New York**

New York proposed “geriatric parole,” but it has been infrequently used and thousands of individuals over 50 years old remain behind bars. Although a recent proposal seeks to expand geriatric parole, it excludes individuals based on their convicted crime. These exclusions focus on violent crimes, including first-degree murder and aggravated murder.

**California**

California made strides by expanding geriatric parole in 2017—but failed to include people convicted of violent offenses. California voters overwhelmingly passed Proposition 57, which increases parole opportunities only for those convicted of nonviolent crimes. Additionally, the California Assembly passed a bill establishing an elderly parole program but excluded those convicted under the three strikes rule.

In the meantime, California has greatly increased the parole of people sentenced to life with the possibility of parole. To date more than 3,000 people have been released under Governor Brown’s revised parole policies. The re-conviction rate for those released from a parole-eligible life sentence is only 4 percent as compared to an overall rate of 46 percent.
Other States Have Medical or Geriatric Parole, But Under Very Limited Circumstances

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania lifers are not eligible for parole, so the long-sentenced geriatric population’s only relief is commutation. There is an application process for a gubernatorial commutation that includes an initial recommendation from the parole board. Although the parole board has recommended some for parole, only one application has been approved by the governor since 1995.65

Florida
Florida has compassionate release, but it is limited to terminal illness. Many lifers in Florida are barred from release unless they have a terminal condition with a life expectancy of 18 months or less.66

Texas
Texas’ geriatric parole only includes the “oldest and sickest.” Doctors in the Texas system have recommended thousands of aging individuals for geriatric parole, but the state parole board has denied nearly 75 percent of the recommendations. These denials continue despite research showing that the individuals who are not released can cost up to $1 million a year in health care cost.67

Federal Bureau of Prisons
The Bureau of Prisons (BOP) compassionate release program has existed for decades but is rarely used. The BOP has failed to appropriately utilize compassionate release, only granting 306 petitions, while denying more than 2,400 others since 2014.68 While the GRACE Act, which would increase accountability and transparency in compassionate release, was introduced in the 115th Congressional Session, it failed to move beyond the Senate Judiciary Committee.69 Ignoring adequate compassionate release is costly. In a recent analysis, BOP spent 19 percent of its entire budget incarcerating the aging population.70

Despite parole reform being part of the legislative agenda in multiple states, much of the geriatric population has been left out of the reforms based on prohibitions for people convicted of violent offences.71 As a geriatric population convicted of violent crime, the Unger group is a case study of the population many state lawmakers repeatedly neglect in criminal justice reform conversations. It is clear from the research and the experiences of older individuals who have been released around the country that elderly individuals can be safely returned to the community. It is
also clear that reentry services tailored for this population, akin to those developed by the University of Maryland, could further reduce the already low public safety risk, and save millions of dollars for states and the federal government.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Many states have seen meaningful parole reform left out of the policy conversation. As stakeholders continue to grapple with what policy reform should look like, it is important to address the barriers that have caused those serving long-term sentences, many for violent offenses, to remain behind bars. While every state will be faced with their own challenges, the research and the experiences of the Unger group have provided guidance on what parole reform can look like in Maryland and across the country.

Remove the governor from the parole process for lifers in Maryland and make all parole boards independent.

In order for Maryland to ensure a fair and effective parole process, the governor needs to be removed from the proceedings to allow the Parole Commission sole jurisdiction over release decisions. Maryland is one of only three states that still require the governor’s approval of a recommendation for release of people serving a life sentence, which politicizes the decision-making process. This can lead to people remaining in prison despite being at low-risk of reoffending. The Parole Commission should be staffed with trained professionals, independent of any political leadership, and make decisions based on the best available data, assessments, and practice. The underlying offense should not be dispositive to the release decision. These are the factors that should determine whether an individual should be released from prison. Not the political calculations of an elected official.

Expand opportunities and incentives for release from prison.

Everyone, including those serving long-term sentences with an indeterminate release date, should be provided an opportunity for meaningful review of their progress while incarcerated. Long prison terms, little programming, and no opportunities to earn expedited release from prison are a recipe for hopelessness, and contrary to the purposes of having parole as part of the process. Unfortunately, most correctional practices rely upon austerity as a means of punishment and, in doing so, miss important opportunities to improve the lives of the people in prison.
WHENEVER I’M CALLED I GO DO SOME MENTORING OVER AT SECOND CHANCE, AND ALSO GO DOWN TO ANNAPOLIS, WHEN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETS TO SEE IF WE CAN GET SOME TYPE OF BILLS PASSED FOR THE BENEFIT OF INCARCERATED PEOPLE, AND JUST PEOPLE OUT HERE IN SOCIETY AS WELL. - DONALD SHAKIR
Participating in prison programming or work release opportunities is the best way to demonstrate to a parole board that you have transformed and are ready for release. However, these types of programs are typically under resourced and those with an indeterminate release date have to wait at the “back of the line” for opportunities. By adequately funding programming, everyone serving would be able to gain good-time or earned-time credit to decrease their overall length of stay and reduce their parole supervision.

Even when adequately resourced, access to these programs can be limited by statute or practice. Most parole-eligible lifers are sent directly to a maximum-security setting that lacks the rehabilitative programming of minimum- and medium-security facilities. Opportunities for programming need to be disentangled from the type of sentence so more lifers and people serving long prison terms would be eligible to participate and improve their profile for eventual release.

Moreover, to incentivize good behavior, presumptive parole should be afforded to those who have served at least 10 years and are actively participating in programs without incurring any major disciplinary infractions. This would help shift the burden to the state to demonstrate that someone is not suitable for release on public safety ground, rather than the current system that lacks the necessary transparency.

Release decisions must reflect an individual’s conduct while incarcerated and risk of engaging in future criminal activity.

Parole boards place too much weight on the underlying offense when considering an application for release. For example, Maryland uses a risk assessment that only assesses the individual at the time of the crime and not the progress made while incarcerated. This results in people having their parole petition denied and remaining in prison long past any potential public safety benefit.

All parole boards should use a validated dynamic risk and needs assessment instrument that is grounded in the latest data and research in order to objectively determine who is a suitable candidate for release. This tool must account for an individual’s conduct while incarcerated, including disciplinary record, program participation, and general service to the broader prison community, such as mentorship. This will help a parole board to move beyond dated information and “gut feelings” when assessing the public safety risk of releasing someone from prison, while more effectively taking personal transformation while incarcerated into consideration. Staff must be trained on appropriate techniques to conduct the assessment, and the results should be transparent and understandable to the individual who has filed the petition. This allows for meaningful tracking of implementation and provides real oversight of the actions of the parole board.

In addition, parole boards should be using a structured decision-making matrix in
order to make data-driven decisions that treat all individuals equally. This means that there is guidance that takes into account not only the risk and needs assessment, but other relevant factors when determining whether to grant parole. A parole board can also improve its effectiveness by increasing transparency in justifications for denial and providing opportunities for appeal when parole is denied.

States should dedicate funding to establish specialized discharge planning and reentry preparation for people who have served long prison terms.

Before an individual’s release, departments of corrections should collect identification documents, assist with any processes for continued health insurance, and provide needed social services. When working with someone over 50, leadership should create a geriatric assessment and care plan to evaluate their individualized needs and connect them to community-based service providers and trainings while still incarcerated. This may include something as minor as technology proficiency classes or something as important as job placement.

In preparation for an individual’s release, there should be an established partnership with housing providers to offer a supportive housing placement. Financial subsides should also be established for reentry programming to avoid the burden on the individual or their family. For those people over 50 and incarcerated for decades, there should be specialized transitional planning with health care coordinators, including allocation of Medicaid resources to nursing homes. If a nursing home is not necessary for the individual, there should be adequate support for community centers and other places that offer activities for older people.

Increase the use of compassionate release, geriatric and medical parole.

There are often significant eligibility barriers for an individual applying for compassionate, geriatric, and/or medical parole. The primary obstacle is the committing offense. Policymakers should expand eligibility to include those who have committed more serious offenses.

Recently changed Maryland law provides that all people over 60—excluding those convicted of a sex offense—who have served 15 years or more of their sentence should be eligible for geriatric parole. Those attempting to receive medical parole must be “chronically” ill. While the law has changed, many barriers still remain, including the governor’s approval following a recommendation for release by the parole board, for individuals similar to the Unger group seeking to be released.
In order to better understand those serving long sentences, Maryland and other states must continue to collect data and conduct necessary research to better inform the parole process. In addition, to establish sustainability in the process, parole boards should implement an immediate, validated, dynamic risk and needs assessment of any individual over 50 years old to consider whether they are appropriate for release.

**CONCLUSION**

Those sentenced to life with the possibility of parole in Maryland have been unfairly treated since 1995. The current practice of denying parole to virtually all persons serving a life sentence prevented the entire Unger group from being safely released until the intervention of the courts. The experience of the Unger group, with 188 people who were incarcerated for decades for serious violent crimes having been safely released to the community, demonstrates that this country locks up too many people for too long. If it were not for Maryland’s Appellate Court, Maryland taxpayers would have continued paying millions to incarcerate older individuals who are at extremely low risk of further criminal behavior. It is time for a change in Maryland and across the country, and the experiences of the Unger group provide a powerful example of a different pathway forward. Through a philanthropic-funded reentry program, 188 geriatric individuals were able to safely leave prison and begin the process of rebuilding their lives and joining their community. The experiences of the Unger group demonstrate why we should treat our aging incarcerated population differently. They are also a stark reminder than we must rethink our approach to violence to further reduce our reliance on incarceration. To significantly reduce the growing and costly prison population, reform to long sentences and parole for those incarcerated for violent crimes must be part of the criminal justice agenda moving forward.
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Florida’s Aging Prisoner Problem (Tallahassee, FL: Florida Tax Watch, 2014)


Georgian governor proposed adoption of recommendations from the Georgia Council on Criminal Justice Reform. Governor Wolf of Pennsylvania has called for an increase in parole supervision and parole to be based on risk to society. As a part of Senate Bill 66, Ohio lawmakers have proposed eliminating mandatory prison sentences for minor parole violations, potentially reducing the prison population by 3,400 people and saving $20 million annually.